There are a number of highly penetrant familial cancer syndromes, in particular Cowden syndrome, familial adenomatous polyposis, hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer, Li--Fraumeni syndrome and multiple endocrine neoplasia 1+2 ([@bib36]). Myeloid leukaemia is associated with a number of highly penetrant genetic syndromes, in particular Fanconi anemia, Bloom syndrome, ataxia-telangiectasia, Li--Fraumeni syndrome and neurofibromatosis type 1 ([@bib48]). Lung cancer is also associated with Li--Fraumeni syndrome and certain other rare germline mutations ([@bib21]; [@bib20]). Possibly associated with this, there is evidence for familial clustering of certain common cancers, such as the lung, breast and colon ([@bib34]; [@bib6]) although not for myeloid leukaemia ([@bib38]).

There is abundant epidemiological evidence that most types of cancer are inducible by ionising radiation exposure ([@bib53]. Lung cancer and myeloid leukaemia are among the most strongly radiogenic human tumours ([@bib17]; [@bib25]; [@bib53]. Leukaemia was the first cancer type to be observed in excess among the survivors of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki ([@bib19]), and radiation-associated excess leukaemia is seen in most major radiation-exposed groups ([@bib53], even at very low doses/dose rates ([@bib41]; [@bib30]; [@bib31]). However, the effects of high-charge, high-energy (HZE) and high linear energy transfer (LET) ions found in the space environment on cancer risks are not well understood. There is almost no human cancer data, although there is limited information on cataract and other ocular abnormalities after astronaut space-radiation exposure ([@bib16]; [@bib9], [@bib8]). In the absence of human exposure data on HZE ion radiation, results from *in vitro* ([@bib50]) and *in vivo* (animal) studies ([@bib5]) utilising simulated space radiation are a key component to risk modelling. A study of C3H/HeNCrl mice irradiated with 300 MeV nucleon^−1^ (n)^28^Si ions (HZE-Si), 600 MeV n^−1\ 56^Fe ions (HZE-Fe), protons or ^137^Cs gamma rays did not find that HZE-Fe/HZE-Si were substantially more effective than ^137^Cs gamma ray or proton radiation at inducing acute myeloid leukaemia, although rates of hepatocellular carcinoma were substantially higher after HZE ion irradiation than after ^137^Cs gamma ray or proton irradiation ([@bib56]).

In this paper, we shall analyse lung cancer, myeloid leukaemia and a variety of other mortality end points in a group of mice exposed to HZE-Fe, HZE-Si and ^137^Cs gamma ray radiation. The mice are genetically heterogeneous and maintained as 'families' in which progeny are more closely related to one another than to mice in other families. As such, it is more like an outbred population such as humans than are most strains of animals used experimentally. The mice are maintained in a circular-breeding scheme derived from eight founder strains with substantial differences in radiogenic cancer susceptibility. For example, the *C57BL/6* strain is susceptible to radiation-induced lymphoma but not to radiation-induced AML, whereas the *C3H* strain is susceptible to radiation-induced AML ([@bib51]). We are particularly interested in assessing variations in risk associated with type of radiation exposure (HZE-Fe *vs* HZE-Si *vs* ^137^Cs gamma) and with the degree of familial relatedness.

Data and methods
================

Data
----

### Animals

HS/Npt mice are a genetically heterogeneous stock of mice descended from matings of eight inbred founder strains (*A/J*, *AKR/J*, *BALB/cJ*, *C3H/HeJ*, *C57BL/6J*, *CBA/J*, *DBA/2J* and *LP/J)* that is propagated using a circular-breeding design ([@bib24]). The HS/Npt stock has been continuously maintained ([@bib24]) and was at generation 70 at the time the work described here was initiated, so the mice used in the study were generation 71. The heterogeneous stocks were developed to map quantitative trait loci (QTL). The multi-generation quasi-random mating for HS/Npt results in a high density of recombinations of the original genomes, and the resulting reduction in linkage disequilibrium results in a QTL map precision of ∼2--3 Mb for a QTL accounting for about 5% of a trait variance.

In the circular-breeding design, the stock is maintained as a group of 'families' ([@bib13]). At each successive generation, a male mouse from family 1 is bred to a female mouse from family 2 (with the resulting offspring being deemed to be in family 2 in the next generation), a male mouse from family 2 is bred to a female mouse from family 3 (with the resulting offspring being deemed to be in family 3 in the next generation) and so on. In this study, a family consisted of the offspring from the harem mating of one male and two female mice from the same family at generation 71. The mice were bred at irregular intervals, as needs arose in various experiments. There are a total of 47 families.

### Irradiation

Male and female mice at 7--12 weeks of age were sham irradiated or irradiated with either 0.4 Gy of HZE ions (240 MeV n^−1\ 28^Si ions or 600 MeV n^−1\ 56^Fe) or 3.0 Gy of ^137^Cs gamma rays. Mice from all groups were shipped together to the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) for radiation exposures or sham irradiation. Upon arrival, mice were acclimatised for at least 2 days before being irradiated with 0.4 Gy of HZE ions at the NASA Space Radiation Laboratory or 3 Gy of ^137^Cs gamma rays at the Medical Research Center. The doses were chosen to maximise tumour yield for each radiation type, based on the findings from earlier studies (summarised in [@bib5]). The 0.4 Gy dose was chosen based on the dose response for HZE-ion induced Harderian-gland tumours in B6CF~1~ mice, 1 GeV n^−1\ 56^Fe ion-induced mammary tumours in Sprague-Dawley rats and 1 GeV n^−1\ 56^Fe ion-induced hepatocellular carcinomas in CBA mice. (The C3H data were not available at the time the experiment started.) All models showed a turnover in the dose--response curve at ∼0.4--0.5 Gy. For gamma rays, a maximally leukaemogenic dose of 3 Gy was used. A total of 934 male and 916 female mice were selected as described above and split into an irradiated and sham-irradiated (control) group. Approximately equal numbers of males and females were used for each exposure type (309/304 male/female unirradiated, 151/157 male/female exposed to ^28^Si ions, 161/153 male/female exposed to ^56^Fe ions, 313/302 male/female exposed to gamma rays). There were a range of 16--62 mice (mean 39.4 (=1850/47)) per family; the range of family sizes was 4--22 (mean 13.0) in the unexposed animals, 6--24 (mean 13.2) in the HZE-exposed mice and 6--21 (mean 13.1) in the gamma-exposed mice. Care was taken to ensure that each family was distributed equally among the exposure types. Control mice were sham-irradiated at BNL under the same conditions as the irradiated groups. The mice were not anaesthetised during irradiation or any other part of the study. Further details are provided elsewhere ([@bib55], [@bib56]).

### Tumour detection

Following irradiation, the mice were monitored for cancer development. Moribund mice, mice with palpable tumours and mice that reached 800 days of age were killed and necropsied. All tumours were classified by histopathology. Summary data are presented in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

Ethics statement
----------------

All animal work was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Colorado State University under protocol 11-3027A. The facility is Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care accredited. Killing was by carbon dioxide inhalation.

Statistical methods
-------------------

We chose all end points with numbers of deaths \>5% of the total cohort (*n*=1850). These comprise the 16 causes of death listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. We split these end points into two, comprising a principal group of eight end points, with details given in the main part of the paper, namely: (1) solid cancer, (2) lymphoma, (3) myeloid leukaemia, (4) soft tissue sarcoma, (5) pulmonary adenocarcinoma, (6) pulmonary adenoma, (7) hepatocellular carcinoma and (8) hepatocellular adenoma. Information on the remaining eight auxiliary end points is given in [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, comprising: (1) all death, (2) all cancer, (3) mesodermal tumour, (4) endodermal tumour, (5) ectodermal tumour, (6) unilateral Harderian-gland tumour, (7) Harderian-gland adenoma and (8) metastatic tumour. [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} depicts the distribution of attained age in days for all deaths by radiation exposure type, regardless of end point. [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} plots the distribution of age at death, in days, by radiation exposure type for the 16 end points considered in this study.

A Cox proportional-hazards model ([@bib11]) was used for modelling mouse survival data. Cox models assume that, conditional on some set of covariate values and the attained time (age) at event onset, individual survival times are mutually independent (e.g., [@bib44]). Because mice were kept in families, it is reasonable to assume that individual survival times are correlated within family, possibly due to unobserved familial characteristics that may have allowed certain families to fare better against specific types of radiation. We shall therefore use Cox models with a random effect ([@bib54]; [@bib1]) to adjust for familial heterogeneity in the study population, assuming that the risk of some end point is given by:

where *h*~0~(*t*) is the (unspecified) baseline hazard function, *X* and *Z* are the respective design matrices for fixed and random effects, *β* is the vector of time-independent fixed-effects coefficients and *u* is the vector of random effect coefficients. We assume that random effects *u* have a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0, and a diagonal variance--covariance matrix Σ. We assume a random adjustment by mouse family to account for correlation of survival times within family and heterogeneity in survival times between families. The distribution (over the 47 families) of the random effects are plotted for each of the main eight end points in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and for the eight auxiliary end points in [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In some models, we also assume an additional family random effect nested within radiation type (unirradiated/HZE/gamma) or alternatively an additional radiation-type random effect nested within family. For example, in the case of the latter model (radiation-type nested within the effect for family) we assume that in stratum *i* with family *j* and radiation type *k*, the risk is given by:

where we assume that , and *ε*~*j*~ and *η*~*jk*~ are mutually independent. Further statistical details are given in [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The circular-breeding scheme has the property that families with index numbers closest together are the most closely related, with extreme indices (1, 47) also being most closely related. Thus we may consider the difference in family indices as a proxy of familial 'distance' or 'dissimilarity' (hereafter referred to as *m*). We assessed autocorrelations of family random effects in relation to *m*, so that we estimate *corr*(*ε*~*j*~, *ε*~*j+m*~). The autocorrelation plots for the eight main end points are given in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and for the eight auxiliary end points in [Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The *P*-values associated with Fisher *g*-test of periodicity ([@bib18]) are also given in these figures, evaluated using autocorrelations with *m*=1,...,23; for values of *m*\>23, the autocorrelations are mirrored, and so we exclude them from the test.

Cox frailty models were fitted using the coxme package ([@bib52]) in R ([@bib43]). [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} presents summary goodness-of-fit statistics for various models fitted to each of the eight main end points outlined above; [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} gives the analogous model fit information for the eight auxiliary end points. We employ the Akaike information criterion (AIC) ([@bib2], [@bib3]) and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) ([@bib47]) to select an optimal model. Both criteria penalise the likelihood for the numbers of parameters fitted, and in the case of the BIC, this penalty is also a function of sample size. We shall particularly emphasise the AIC, as we are not in the situation where the true model is known.

Fixed effects in each model consisted of radiation-exposure type, mouse gender and their interaction. Relative risk (RR) (=hazard ratio) estimates for the main eight end points are presented in [Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}; this information is also given for the eight auxiliary end points in [Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The unirradiated group of mice was used as the reference group for exposure type, whereas female mice were used as the reference group for sex effects per radiation group. In addition to RR estimates, [Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} contain estimates for the estimated standard deviation (s.d.) of mouse family random effect by family and by radiation group nested within the family (using the structure indicated for model 13 in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Tests of improvement in fit were generally based on the likelihood ratio test ([@bib12]). For example, this test was used to assess significance of difference between the two HZE effects (HZE-Si and HZE-Fe) and tests for interaction between sex and exposure type. In cases where the tests are at the boundary of the parameter space, appropriate corrections are made ([@bib49]).

Results
=======

[Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} demonstrate that the optimal model (i.e., with smallest AIC) for most end points was model 13, which incorporated fixed-effect adjustments with interactions between radiation group and sex (i.e., allowing for each combination of radiation group and sex), a random intercept per family and a random effect for radiation group nested within family. For myeloid leukaemia, hepatocellular carcinoma and hepatocellular adenoma, a simpler model (model 5) was indicated, without interactions between sex and radiation group, and using a simpler per-family non-nested random effect structure ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).

For all end points except unilateral Harderian-gland tumour, the improvement in fit obtained by adding a random family effect was generally highly statistically significant (*P*\<0.05, but for many end points *P*\<0.0001) ([Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For a few end points (lymphoma, all death, all cancer, mesodermal tumours), there is also statistically significant improvement in fit by adding the random effect for radiation group nested within family to a model with simple per-family random effect ([Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Reinforcing this, [Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the marked variability among family median survival times within the same type of exposure, further suggesting the need for a random effect to account for variation in survival times due to family and the correlation of survival times within family.

For many end points, in particular solid cancer, lymphoma, all death, all cancer, endodermal tumour, ectodermal tumour, unilateral Harderian-gland tumour, Harderian-gland adenoma and metastatic tumour, the interaction between mouse sex and radiation exposure was statistically significant (*P*\<0.05; [Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, the all cancer RR for gamma-exposure in relation to the unirradiated group for male mice was 2.22 (95% CI 1.83, 2.70), compared with 3.93 (95% CI 3.15, 4.91) for female mice, thereby somewhat offsetting the elevated risks for this sex in the baseline unirradiated group (RR=1.54, 95% CI 1.27, 1.86) ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). There were similar discrepancies in the sex-specific RR for other radiation types (HZE-Fe, HZE-Si) and end points other than myeloid leukaemia ([Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In all cases, the model that allows for separate effects of HZE-Fe and HZE-Si did not yield significant improvement in fit over a model where the effects of these two types of radiation were constrained to be equal (*P*\>0.1; [Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Risks for gamma exposure (relative to the unexposed) for myeloid leukaemia are particularly high, 24.07 (95% CI 9.62, 60.24) for males, 11.17 (95% CI 4.20, 29.69) for females, about 10-fold higher than the RR for HZE ion radiation, 3.73 (95% CI 1.35, 10.30) and 0.76 (95% CI 0.18, 3.24), respectively ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). For other end points, there was a similar elevation in risk for gamma ray (relative to the unexposed group) in comparison to that for HZE ion radiation, although less pronounced ([Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For myeloid leukaemia, HZE ion risk in males (relative to the unexposed) was 3.73 (95% CI 1.35, 10.30), about fourfold greater than for females, 0.76 (95% CI 0.18, 3.24), with slightly lower elevations for gamma-exposure ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). There is a similar, although less pronounced pattern for soft tissue sarcoma ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). For most other end points and radiation types, risks (relative to the unexposed) are lower in males than in females ([Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provide distributions of estimated family-specific frailty estimates for all the cancer end points considered in this study. Family-specific frailties \>1 indicate that the family in question is at a higher than average risk after adjusting for the effects of radiation exposure and sex. Conversely, family-specific frailties \<1 indicate that the family in question is more resistant to radiation, after adjusting for exposure type and sex. The distributions in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} reveal a wide range of estimated family-specific frailties. For instance, in the case of all cancer deaths, frailty estimates vary between 0.56 and 1.85, with half of the estimates between 0.82 and 1.20; this range is even greater for deaths due to lymphoma and myeloid leukaemia, with frailties estimated between 0.37 and 2.80 and between 0.43 and 8.21, respectively ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For lymphoma, myeloid leukaemia, hepatocellular carcinoma and hepatocellular adenoma, the frailty distribution is noticeably skewed to the right.

The autocorrelation plots of familial random effects in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} suggest that there are long-range correlations among the families in the circular-breeding scheme. For all end points, a periodic correlation structure is suggested, which is most striking and regular for pulmonary adenoma (*P*=0.0001), Harderian-gland adenoma (*P*=0.0003), unilateral Harderian-gland tumour (*P*=0.0017), ectodermal tumour (*P*=0.0035), pulmonary adenocarcinoma (*P*=0.0257) and hepatocellular carcinoma (*P*=0.0340), with families that are three or four generations apart most strongly correlated. Although not conventionally statistically significant (*P*=0.4425), myeloid leukaemia exhibited a striking periodic correlation structure ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), with period 4, at least for differences in familial 'distance', *m*, up to 17; the Fisher *g*-test evaluated over the first *m*=17 autocorrelations was significant (*P*=0.0117) (data not shown). There are indications at borderline levels of statistical significance of periodic correlations also for all cancer (*P*=0.0725; [Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Discussion
==========

We have shown that mice exposed to accelerated Si or Fe ions yield an increased risk of cancer and all-cause mortality. In all cases, there was no significant difference between the effects of Si ions and Fe ions, and both were somewhat less effective than ^137^Cs gamma rays, albeit given at somewhat lower dose (0.4 Gy for Fe and Si ions *vs* 3 Gy for gamma rays). There are significant periodic long-range correlations in familial relatedness for several malignant end points.

Mouse family had an important role in susceptibility to high-energy particles. Based on goodness-of-fit criteria (AIC), all optimal models incorporated either a nested random effect of radiation exposure within family or a non-nested random family effect; for lymphoma, all death, all cancer and mesodermal tumours, there is evidence of a more complex nested random effects structure allowing for variations in risk by radiation group within family (see equation ([2](#equ2){ref-type="disp-formula"})). For many end points, the interaction between sex and type of radiation exposure was statistically significant, suggesting differential sensitivity to HZE radiation by sex. There is a tendency for risks (relative to the unexposed group) to be lower in males than in females for most end points, with myeloid leukaemia and soft tissue sarcoma being the exceptions ([Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), somewhat offsetting the elevated risks for males in the baseline (unirradiated group). For most end points and in both genders, RR were higher for gamma ray than for HZE ion radiation, with risks for both greater than for the unirradiated group; the gamma ray excess was particularly striking for myeloid leukaemia ([Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A limitation of the analysis is the relatively small size of the data set, although quite large for an animal study. There are about 13 animals per family in each of the radiation groups (unexposed/HZE-exposed/gamma-exposed); nevertheless, because the cancer incidence is relatively high for many end points (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) these numbers are enough to furnish information on variation of tumour rate by family.

A strength of this study is the circular-breeding scheme, resulting in a genetically heterogeneous mouse population that is more similar to the outbred human population than are most experimental animal studies. It is based on a random-breeding scheme started over 20 years previously based on 8 pure-bred strains ([@bib24]). In a circular-breeding scheme, mice from similar family index numbers are closely related and thus should share much of their genetic information. This genetic similarity is reflected in the familial random effect, with mice from similar family index numbers having similarly large or small random effects. We also found a striking periodicity in the familial random effects, which is most pronounced for pulmonary tumours and adenomas, Harderian-gland tumours and adenomas and ectodermal tumours but suggested also for various other tumour groups (all cancer, myeloid leukaemia), with families three or four generations apart strongly correlated ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is possible that the periodic pattern is indicative of chromosomal recombinations that occur every four generations on average. The mouse X chromosome has the lowest recombination rates compared with other chromosomes, with a recombination rate that is about three times lower than that of humans ([@bib26]), suggesting that X-linked traits may exhibit long-range correlations in this species. It has been suggested that X-linked gene reactivation may promote cancer development and progression ([@bib7]). The binomial probability of ⩾6 out of the 16 independent events (in this case Fisher *g*-tests) occurring, each with probability 0.05, is very highly significant (*P*\<0.0001); however, not all the end point groups we consider, and therefore not all the statistical tests, are statistically independent.

Quantitatively, by treating families as independent in our analysis, that is, overlooking potential similarity among 'neighbouring' families, our estimate of model variance is not optimal. Explicitly accounting for the complex correlation structure evident from [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} has several inherent modelling challenges. For example, using an adjacency matrix to capture similarity between adjacent family indices would induce dependence that is too simple and thus would not accommodate the periodic correlation structure in these data. On the other hand, a geo-statistical approach, where family number is treated as a one-dimensional 'coordinate', would suffer from coordinate duplication as mice within the same family would have an identical family index, that is, 'coordinates'. This would result in a variance--covariance matrix that is singular and non-invertible, preventing further analysis. Further methodological work in this area is necessary so that family indices can be optimally incorporated into statistical analyses.

There are substantial strain differences in radiogenic cancer susceptibility, in particular radiation-associated cancer susceptibility of some of the component strains. Susceptibility loci have been mapped for a number of radiogenic cancers ([@bib15]; [@bib14]) and in some cases candidate sequence variants in specific genes have been identified ([@bib35]; [@bib57]; [@bib46]). Those studies used recombinant congenic strains and traditional crosses between inbred strains. However, evidence for detectable genetic susceptibility to radiogenic cancers in a highly genetically diverse murine population has been lacking. Our results imply that familial differences in heterogeneous stock mice maintained with circular breeding can result in at least a twofold variation in underlying all-cause mortality, as well as for solid cancers and haematological malignancies ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The two-level random effect model that is indicated for certain end points (lymphoma, all death, all cancer, mesodermal tumours) ([Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) suggests that there are additional random variations in the effect of each type of radiation (HZE-Fe+HZE-Si, gamma rays) within each family, implying that there is differential effectiveness of each radiation type per family. This suggests that there may be variation of radiation-associated risk with genetic background in humans, for which there is evidence for breast cancer in germline *RB1* heterozygous patients ([@bib32]), although for breast cancer risk in relation to *BRCA1/2* heterozygosity the evidence is more mixed ([@bib42]; [@bib4]; [@bib27]). Familial correlations in incidence of cancer may also be connected with the well-documented spatio-temporal clusters of childhood leukaemia and other childhood cancers ([@bib10]. At least for myeloid leukaemia in male mice, our RR, of 24.07 for gamma, of 1.84 for HZE-Fe, 6.05 for HZE-Si ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}), tend to be lower than those of [@bib56]) using mice from one of the component strains (C3H/HeNCrl) given the same doses and types of radiation, who observed prevalence RR of 42.5 for gamma, 1.4 for HZE-Fe and 10.3 for HZE-Si. As the C3H strain is known to be highly radiogenic for myeloid leukaemia ([@bib45]), the generally lower RR we found in a genetically heterogeneous mouse population are unsurprising. This suggests that risks of space radiation exposure, a large part of which is from galactic cosmic-ray-associated HZE ions, in outbred populations such as this one and humans may be less than for the pure-bred strains used by [@bib56]).

For end points other than myeloid leukaemia, the ratio of 0.8--3.2 for ^137^Cs gamma-ray RR to the combined HZE-ion RR ([Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) implies, given the difference in mean doses (0.4 Gy *vs* 3 Gy), that the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of the ^28^Si and ^56^Fe HZE ions relative to ^137^Cs gamma may be relatively modest, no more than about 3/(0.4 × 3.2)−3/(0.4 × 0.8)∼2.3−8.9 for these end points. For myeloid leukaemia, the ratio of ^137^Cs gamma-ray RR to the combined HZE-ion RR is between 6.5 and 14.7 ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}), implying a somewhat lower RBE, of 3/(0.4 × 14.7)−3/(0.4 × 6.5)∼0.5−1.2. However, ideally estimation of RBE, and specifically the low dose-limiting RBE, RBE~max~, that is most often cited ([@bib37] requires estimation of risk after irradiation with a range of doses, particularly important given the non-linearities in dose response for some end points and inbred mouse strains ([@bib33]; [@bib56]). A previous study of C3H/HeNCrl mice found increased incidence of lung metastases after exposure to ^28^Fe and ^56^Si HZE ions compared with protons and gamma radiation ([@bib56]). The authors suggested that the qualitative as well as quantitative differences between these different types of radiation on neoplastic processes are consistent with ^28^Fe and ^56^Si HZE ions inducing so-called non-DNA targeted effects ([@bib29]), specifically as predicted by a number of studies which implied that changes in the tissue microenvironment associated with upregulation of cytokines and inflammatory pathways increases the probability of tumour progression ([@bib23]). This non-DNA-targeted effect was hypothesised to result specifically from these HZE ions and not from gamma ray or proton irradiation, for which a more standard target-theory model appears to apply ([@bib56]). However, there is abundant evidence of non-DNA-targeted effects after a variety of types of radiation, in particular both low and high LET radiation ([@bib29]).

Although there is little or no human data on the effects of the relatively heavy charged ion beams of the sort addressed by this study, there is emerging data on somewhat lighter high-energy charged particle beams. Proton therapy is a type of external beam radiotherapy, being used in an increasing number of radiotherapy centres around the world ([@bib22]). The beams used generally have energy in the range 60--250 MeV ([@bib40]), so somewhat below the energy used here (240--600 MeV n^−1^). The much higher energy of such beams compared with those employed in gamma and electron beam radiotherapy means that energy deposition is relatively concentrated in tissue, with a relatively narrow spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) ([@bib22]). In our experiment, the mice were positioned in the plateau region before the Bragg peak. The narrowness of the SOBP is the reason for the use of proton therapy, as tuning of the beam means that normal tissue dose can be much lower than conventional radiotherapy, in particular intensity-modulated radiotherapy. There is experimental *in vitro* and *in vivo* data for a number of end points (cell survival, acute skin reaction, epilation, etc), suggesting that the RBE of such proton beams for the SOBP relative to high-energy gamma radiation is about 1.1 ([@bib40]); note that the dose we employ is the entrance dose, that is, before the Bragg peak, and so is not comparable. However, there are grounds for believing that the proton-beam RBE for certain end points may be somewhat higher, about 1.2 ([@bib28]) to 1.7 ([@bib39]). Even small increases in RBE for certain end points may be clinically significant ([@bib28]). Although there is human data on acute normal tissue effects of proton-beam radiotherapy, the latter (cancer and cardiovascular effects) of such radiation is still unknown. The results of the present paper, in particular the approximate calculations outlined above, suggest that the magnitude of radiation-associated late health effects may not be markedly different (per unit dose), in the range 0.5--8.9, from those associated with conventional (gamma/electron beam) radiotherapy.
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###### 

Click here for additional data file.

![**Distribution of estimated family-specific relative risks for deaths and various cancer end points.** A full colour version of this figure is available at the *British Journal of Cancer* journal online.](bjc2017141f1){#fig1}

![**Autocorrelation of family-specific random effects for all deaths and various cancer end points in relation to distance apart of the family index number.** Fisher *g*-test of periodicity *P*-values are given in panel legends.](bjc2017141f2){#fig2}

###### Summary of data

  **End point**                        **Unirradiated**   **HZE-Fe**   **HZE-Si**   **Gamma**   **Total**
  ----------------------------------- ------------------ ------------ ------------ ----------- -----------
  Mouse days                               400 206         184 404      183 953      320 142    1 088 705
  Mice                                       613             314          308          615        1850
  All death                                  489             278          270          575        1612
  Any cancer                                 436             248          240          531        1455
  Mesodermal tumour                          273             125          137          339         874
  Endodermal tumour                          281             158          142          270         851
  All solid cancer                           222             159          138          235         754
  All lymphomas                              204              85           90          203         582
  Pulmonary adenocarcinoma                   115              60           64          110         349
  Ectodermal tumour                           33              85           76          125         319
  Hepatocellular adenoma                      94              68           58          94          314
  Hepatocellular carcinoma                    85              57           43          66          251
  Pulmonary adenoma                           78              31           25          87          221
  Harderian gland adenoma                     21              67           54          77          219
  Unilateral Harderian gland tumour           19              50           49          74          192
  Soft tissue sarcoma                         50              28           29          29          136
  Myeloid leukaemia                           10              5            13          96          124
  Metastatic tumour                           35              24           17          33          109

Abbreviations: HZE-Fe=high-charge, high-energy ^56^Fe ions; HZE-Si=high-charge, high-energy ^28^Si ions. Shown are all tumour end points in which \>5% of the *n*=1850 animals developed a malignancy.

###### Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) for various models, by disease end point

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            **AIC/BIC**                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  ---- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------
  1    Random effect per family                                                                                                                                                                                                                             10029.08/10166.99             7725.94/7876.65              1735.53/1798.68              **[1768.49]{.ul}**/1803.94   4605.76/4711.13              2956.09/3002.30              3164.28/3273.67              4063.10/4181.79
  2    Sex fixed effect                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     10074.12/10078.74             7838.59/7842.96              1738.98/1741.80              1775.23/**[1778.14]{.ul}**   4576.12/4579.97              2927.38/2930.78              3149.94/3153.46              4074.23/4077.98
  3    Sex fixed effect+random effect per family                                                                                                                                                                                                            10012.15/10154.55             7727.74/7882.91              1718.69/1781.47              1770.03/1807.94              4533.33/4643.26              2921.12/2971.43              3075.46/3189.64              3992.58/4115.33
  4    Fixed effects of radiation group (unirradiated, HZE-Fe, HZE-Si, gamma)+sex                                                                                                                                                                           9991.69/10010.19              7787.71/7805.18              1591.92/**[1603.20]{.ul}**   1774.73/1786.38              4554.85/**[4570.27]{.ul}**   2897.29/**[2910.89]{.ul}**   3133.64/**[3147.74]{.ul}**   4042.99/**[4057.98]{.ul}**
  5    Fixed effects of radiation group (unirradiated, HZE-Fe, HZE-Si, gamma)+sex+random effect per family                                                                                                                                                  9926.82/10085.05              7656.06/7829.51              **[1554.98]{.ul}**/1639.80   1768.92/1816.89              4509.37/4633.05              2889.17/2954.76              **[3058.57]{.ul}**/3183.48   **[3960.22]{.ul}**/4094.92
  6    Fixed effects of radiation group (unirradiated, HZE-Fe, HZE-Si, gamma)+sex+random effect per radiation group (unirradiated, combined HZE, gamma), and random effect per family nested within radiation group (unirradiated, combined HZE, gamma)     9950.18/10222.97              7666.10/8036.32              1571.39/1672.11              1772.44/1822.05              4518.31/4733.88              2884.85/3009.99              3090.79/3292.38              3998.21/4220.52
  7    Fixed effects of radiation group (unirradiated, HZE-Fe, HZE-Si, gamma) × sex                                                                                                                                                                         9984.09/10016.47              7785.75/7816.32              1594.63/1614.37              1779.54/1799.93              4559.10/4586.08              2900.47/2924.26              3136.29/3160.97              4046.90/4073.15
  8    Fixed effects of radiation group (unirradiated, HZE-Fe, HZE-Si, gamma) × sex+random effect per family                                                                                                                                                9918.96/10091.06              7652.83/7839.71              1557.36/1650.82              1773.26/1831.29              4513.30/4648.64              2892.05/2968.49              3060.29/3196.07              3964.44/4110.22
  9    Fixed effects of radiation group (unirradiated, HZE-Fe, HZE-Si, gamma) × sex+random effect per radiation group (unirradiated, combined HZE, gamma), and random effect per family nested within radiation group (unirradiated, combined HZE, gamma)   9938.86/10233.23              7665.13/8046.25              1573.76/1683.51              1776.60/1840.15              4521.04/4752.86              2888.03/3022.66              3091.98/3306.63              4002.48/4234.60
  10   Fixed effects of radiation group (unirradiated, combined HZE, gamma) × sex                                                                                                                                                                           9984.40/**[10007.53]{.ul}**   7781.76/**[7803.59]{.ul}**   1593.79/1607.89              1775.69/1790.26              4555.98/4575.26              2899.04/2916.03              3136.97/3154.60              4045.18/4063.93
  11   Fixed effects of radiation group (unirradiated, combined HZE, gamma) × sex+random effect per family                                                                                                                                                  9917.02/10081.25              7648.99/7827.17              1558.54/1645.11              1769.93/1820.79              4510.19/4637.95              2890.82/2959.98              3060.25/3189.50              3960.62/4099.64
  12   Fixed effects of radiation group (unirradiated, combined HZE, gamma) × sex+random effects of radiation group (unirradiated, combined HZE, gamma)+random effects of family nested within radiation group (unirradiated, combined HZE, gamma)          9937.37/10227.21              7661.38/8034.07              1573.77/1676.17              1773.25/1827.35              4518.19/4742.32              2886.20/3016.38              3093.40/3300.29              3999.55/4227.10
  13   Fixed effects of radiation group (unirradiated, combined HZE, gamma) × sex+random effects of family+random effects of radiation group (unirradiated, combined HZE, gamma) nested within family                                                       **[9916.26]{.ul}**/10101.55   **[7637.89]{.ul}**/7914.69   1558.55/1645.16              1769.93/1820.92              **[4504.35]{.ul}**/4693.10   **[2884.71]{.ul}**/3014.21   3060.26/3189.73              3960.62/4099.91

Abbreviations: HZE-Fe=high-charge, high-energy ^56^Fe ions; HZE-Si=high-charge, high-energy ^28^Si ions. Optimal model for each end point and summary statistic is underlined in boldface.

###### Estimated Cox proportional hazards model relative risks (=hazard ratios) (95% CI) for deaths from solid cancer, lymphoma, myeloid leukaemia and soft tissue sarcoma

                                                                                          **Solid cancer**        **Lymphoma**                                                                            
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------- --------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ---------------------
  Gamma                                                                                   1.77 (1.34, 2.33)       3.52 (2.64, 4.70)         0.50 (0.34, 0.73)     1.69 (1.25, 2.28)   3.41 (2.50, 4.66)   0.56 (0.38, 0.84)
  HZE-Fe                                                                                  1.82 (1.35, 2.47)       2.38 (1.73, 3.27)         0.78 (0.51, 1.18)     1.05 (0.71, 1.55)   1.42 (0.97, 2.07)   0.79 (0.47, 1.32)
  HZE-Si                                                                                  1.38 (1.00, 1.89)       2.19 (1.58, 3.03)         0.63 (0.41, 0.97)     1.01 (0.70, 1.46)   1.35 (0.93, 1.97)   0.73 (0.44, 1.22)
  HZE-Fe+HZE-Si                                                                           1.59 (1.23, 2.06)       2.28 (1.74, 2.99)         0.70 (0.49, 1.00)     1.03 (0.76, 1.39)   1.39 (1.01, 1.89)   0.76 (0.50, 1.14)
  Unirradiated                                                                            1 (reference)           1 (reference)             1.90 (1.45, 2.49)     1 (reference)       1 (reference)       1.24 (0.94, 1.63)
  Family SD (*τ*)                                                                                                 0.3686                                                              0.5474               
  Radiation group nested within family SD (*τ*)                                                                   0.1002                                                              0.2890               
  Random effect *vs* fixed effect *P*-value[a](#t3-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                                            \<0.0001                                                            \<0.0001             
  Nested random effect *vs* simple familial effect *P*-value[b](#t3-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                           0.3559                                                              0.0109               
  Sex × radiation interaction *P*-value[c](#t3-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                                0.0014                                                              0.0182               
  Collapsed *vs* expanded HZE *P*-value[d](#t3-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                                                0.2805                                                              0.9656               
                                                                                          **Myeloid leukaemia**   **Soft tissue sarcoma**                                                                 
                                                                                          **Male**                **Female**                **Sex ratio (M:F)**   **Male**            **Female**          **Sex ratio (M:F)**
  Gamma                                                                                   24.07 (9.62, 60.24)     11.17 (4.20, 29.69)       2.06 (0.55, 7.68)     1.74 (0.83, 3.64)   1.29 (0.68, 2.44)   1.39 (0.54, 3.55)
  HZE-Fe                                                                                  1.84 (0.49, 6.87)       0.49 (0.06, 4.27)         4.01 (0.32, 49.86)    2.30 (1.07, 4.95)   1.37 (0.74, 2.53)   1.75 (0.68, 4.54)
  HZE-Si                                                                                  6.05 (2.08, 17.59)      1.05 (0.20, 5.47)         5.34 (0.76, 37.74)    1.88 (0.87, 4.06)   1.46 (0.80, 2.67)   1.24 (0.48, 3.19)
  HZE-Fe+HZE-Si                                                                           3.73 (1.35, 10.30)      0.76 (0.18, 3.24)         4.90 (0.85, 28.32)    2.07 (1.07, 3.99)   1.41 (0.86, 2.32)   1.47 (0.67, 3.23)
  Unirradiated                                                                            1 (reference)           1 (reference)             1.05 (0.30, 3.63)     1 (reference)       1 (reference)       0.69 (0.38, 1.24)
  Family SD (*τ*)                                                                                                 0.7403                                                              0.3728               
  Radiation group nested within family SD (*τ*)                                                                   0.0200                                                              0.0200               
  Random effect *vs* fixed effect *P*-value[a](#t3-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                                            \<0.0001                                                            0.0342               
  Nested random effect *vs* simple familial effect *P*-value[b](#t3-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                           0.5000                                                              0.5000               
  Sex × radiation interaction *P*-value[c](#t3-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                                0.1763                                                              0.6052               
  Collapsed *vs* expanded HZE *P*-value[d](#t3-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                                                0.1037                                                              0.8170               

Abbreviations: CI=confidence interval; F=female; HZE-Fe=high-charge, high-energy ^56^Fe ions; HZE-Si=high-charge, high-energy ^28^Si ions; M=male; SD = standard deviation.

*P*-value of improvement in fit of model 11 *vs* model 10 in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

*P*-value of improvement in fit of model 13 *vs* model 11 in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

*P*-value of improvement in fit of model 13 *vs* model 13 without fixed effect of sex × radiation type in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

*P*-value of improvement in fit of model 13 with extra fixed effect of sex × expanded radiation type *vs* model 13 in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

###### Estimated Cox proportional hazards model relative risks (=hazard ratios) (95% CI) for deaths from pulmonary adenocarcinoma, pulmonary adenoma, hepatocellular carcinoma and hepatocellular adenoma

                                                                                           **Pulmonary adenocarcinoma**     **Pulmonary adenoma**                                                                   
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------------------------- --------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ---------------------
                                                                                                     **Male**                     **Female**           **Sex ratio (M:F)**       **Male**           **Female**       **Sex ratio (M:F)**
  Gamma                                                                                         1.87 (1.36, 2.58)             3.10 (1.79, 5.39)         0.73 (0.41, 1.30)    2.16 (1.42, 3.31)   3.04 (1.76, 5.25)    0.70 (0.37, 1.36)
  HZE-Fe                                                                                        1.48 (1.02, 2.17)             1.41 (0.74, 2.68)         1.18 (0.59, 2.36)    1.27 (0.75, 2.15)   0.88 (0.40, 1.95)    1.44 (0.56, 3.70)
  HZE-Si                                                                                        1.33 (0.91, 1.95)             1.79 (0.98, 3.28)         0.81 (0.41, 1.57)    0.76 (0.42, 1.38)   1.00 (0.47, 2.14)    0.75 (0.29, 1.96)
  HZE-Fe+HZE-Si                                                                                 1.41 (1.03, 1.91)             1.60 (0.95, 2.68)         0.97 (0.55, 1.68)    1.00 (0.64, 1.58)   0.94 (0.51, 1.74)    1.06 (0.50, 2.22)
  Unirradiated                                                                                    1 (reference)                 1 (reference)           2.87 (1.93, 4.28)      1 (reference)       1 (reference)      2.56 (1.59, 4.11)
  Family SD (*τ*)                                                                                                                   0.4723                                                            0.2737                   
  Radiation group nested within family SD (*τ*)                                                                                     0.2938                                                            0.3891                   
  Random effect *vs* fixed effect *P*-value[a](#t4-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                                                             \<0.0001                                                           0.0173                   
  Nested random effect *vs* simple familial effect *P*-value[b](#t4-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                                             0.0700                                                            0.0601                   
  Sex × radiation interaction *P*-value[c](#t4-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                                                  0.5077                                                            0.4509                   
  Collapsed *vs* expanded HZE *P*-value[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                                                                  0.6421                                                            0.3004                   
                                                                                           **Hepatocellular carcinoma**   **Hepatocellular adenoma**                                                                
                                                                                                     **Male**                     **Female**           **Sex ratio (M:F)**       **Male**           **Female**       **Sex ratio (M:F)**
  Gamma                                                                                         1.60 (1.09, 2.35)             3.03 (1.55, 5.92)         0.49 (0.23, 1.05)    2.09 (1.46, 2.98)   3.57 (2.06, 6.20)    0.75 (0.40, 1.39)
  HZE-Fe                                                                                        1.96 (1.31, 2.92)             2.13 (1.05, 4.30)         0.93 (0.42, 2.06)    2.14 (1.45, 3.15)   2.13 (1.17, 3.86)    1.15 (0.58, 2.29)
  HZE-Si                                                                                        1.24 (0.80, 1.93)             1.87 (0.90, 3.89)         0.65 (0.28, 1.51)    1.76 (1.18, 2.63)   1.93 (1.02, 3.65)    1.04 (0.50, 2.15)
  HZE-Fe+HZE-Si                                                                                 1.58 (1.12, 2.22)             2.00 (1.10, 3.62)         0.78 (0.40, 1.54)    1.95 (1.40, 2.70)   2.04 (1.22, 3.40)    1.09 (0.61, 1.96)
  Unirradiated                                                                                    1 (reference)                 1 (reference)           4.64 (2.80, 7.70)      1 (reference)       1 (reference)      2.82 (1.82, 4.36)
  Family SD (*τ*)                                                                                                                   0.7202                                                            0.6440                   
  Radiation group nested within family SD (*τ*)                                                                                     0.0199                                                            0.0199                   
  Random effect *vs* fixed effect *P*-value[a](#t4-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                                                             \<0.0001                                                          \<0.0001                  
  Nested random effect *vs* simple familial effect *P*-value[b](#t4-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                                             0.5000                                                            0.5000                   
  Sex × radiation interaction *P*-value[c](#t4-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                                                  0.1855                                                            0.4357                   
  Collapsed *vs* expanded HZE *P*-value[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                                                                  0.1246                                                            0.7763                   

Abbreviations: CI=confidence interval; F=female; HZE-Fe=high-charge, high-energy ^56^Fe ions; HZE-Si=high-charge, high-energy ^28^Si ions; M=male; SD=standard deviation.

*P*-value of improvement in fit of model 11 *vs* model 10 in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

*P*-value of improvement in fit of model 13 *vs* model 11 in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

*P*-value of improvement in fit of model 13 *vs* model 13 without fixed effect of sex × radiation type in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

*P*-value of improvement in fit of model 13 with extra fixed effect of sex × expanded radiation type *vs* model 13 in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.
